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Published early in the reign of Queen Elizabeth I, of England, only five years after the death of the

Roman Catholic Queen Mary, the work is an affirmation of the Protestant Reformation in England

during the ongoing period of religious conflict between Catholics and Protestants. Since the English

monarchs also asserted control over the Church in England, a change in rulers could change the

legal status of religious practices. As a consequence, adherents of one religion risked judicial

execution by the State depending on the attitudes of the rulers. During Mary's reign, common

people of Christian faith were publicly burned at the stake in an attempt to eliminate dissension from

Catholic doctrines. Foxe's account of Mary's reign and the martyrdoms that took place during it

contributed very significantly to the belief in a distinction from the Roman Catholic Church and the

Pope as a central aspect of English national identity. By compiling his record, Foxe intended to

demonstrate a historical justification for the foundation of the Church of England as a contemporary

embodiment of the true and faithful church, rather than as a newly established Christian

denomination.
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When one recollects that until the appearance of the the common people had almost no other

reading matter except the Bible and Fox's Book of Martyrs, we can understand the deep impression

that this book produced - James Miller Dodds, English Prose. --Reviews --This text refers to the

Kindle Edition edition.



This is a book that will never die--one of the great Christian classics. Written with passion and

tenderness, it tells the dramatic, true stories of men, women, and children who, in the face of

indescribable persecution, gave their lives for the sake of Christ. Covering the broad sweep of

church history from the early church to the beginning of American foreign missions in the early

1800s, Fox's Book of Martyrs continues to inspire and strengthen countless Christians with a vision

of faith that, both in life and in death, commits itself utterly to the Lord of Life. Presented here in its

most complete form, this book brings to life days when 'a noble army, men and boys, the matron

and the maid . . . climbed the steep ascent of heaven amid peril, toil, and pain.' --This text refers to

the Kindle Edition edition.

Fantastic book! This is not merely a history of Christian martyrs, chronicling the history of the

changing of the world through its negative treatment of those who disagreed with the mainstream in

favor of their Lord, Whom they love, but also a source of encouragement and modeling for those

who will yet face similar circumstances.

not an easy read, but still relevant today. an updated version of martyrs since this was written would

be interesting

Better than what I expected! So very interesting!

The print is to small for me. I wish the book came in large print.

Next to the Word of God, the Bible, this is a must read for Christians.

wonderful book its number two to the bible.

Love to read the history of the Martyrs!!!

A book that can easily take you to times and places, where claiming to be a Christian was more

then a social standing. A bone chilling insight as to what the Church is moving towards today and an

internal inspection of how deep your Christian faith would truly carry you.
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